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THE
MAPS, CHARTS, &c.

A New and accurate Map of the World.

A Chart of the World.

Map of Europe.

Muscovy.

Sweden.

Denmark.

Poland and Lithuania, &c.

the Netherlands, or Low-Countries.

the Seven United Provinces.

Germany, divided into Circles.

the north-west Part of Germany.

Lower Saxony.

France.

Spain and Portugal.

Portugal.

Italy, on two plates.

the Kingdoms of Naples and Sicily.

the northern Parts of Italy, with a Draught of the Road of Leghorn.

Savoy, Piedmont, and Montferrat.

Turky in Europe.

Asia.

Turky in Asia.

Anatolia, or Asia Minor.

the Holy Land.

Persia.

the Empire of the Great Mogul.

the East-India Islands.

China.

the Empire of Japan.

Africa.

the eastern Parts of Barbary.

Negroland, or Upper Guiney.

the southern Parts of Africa, containing Lower Guiney, &c.

Particular Draughts of some of the chief African Islands in the Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethopic Ocean.

A general Map of America.

A new and accurate Map of the British Dominions in America, as settled by Treaty in 1763.
A New & Correct Map of Moscow, or Russia in Europe, with its Adjacencies, Drawn from Surveys & the best Modern Maps. The whole being regulated by Astronomical Observations. By Emanuel Bowen.
A New and Accurate Map of Portugal
Composed from the latest improvements and adjusted by the most authentic Astronomical Observations
By Emanuel Bowen